schedule a formal visit to the White House for And thus, the Trump administration has yet to announcement. requested Ukraine's help investigating the U.S. Department of Justice had formally Volker testified. Zelensky's aide asked Volker if linked to former Vice President Joe Biden, which Giuliani said Zelensky's statement needed president would issue a statement announcing schedule the White House visit as soon as a clearest example of a quid pro quo involving didn't "want to provide any assistance at all." And Trumpworld's reversal on that promise is long-standing U.S. policy of strong support had been held for over a month for no reason "By mid-August, because the security assistance then-National Security Adviser John Bolton "confused" in a White House meeting when House visit. Taylor said Ukrainian officials were because of the problems scheduling a White secretly held up military aid it had promised to Before Zelensky's aides are reported to have 23 meeting but that he left the White House with House and the letter being sent to Ukraine. transpired between his meeting at the White House investigators peppered the EU according to the transcript of his testimony. Zelensky letter inviting him to the White House. The letter caught Sondland off guard, Trump told Sondland and the others that he directed and talk to Mr. Giuliani to address the former Soviet republic. And negotiations Kurt Volker and Sondland both Trump's private comments on Ukraine diverged wildly from the rhetoric in his letter to Zelensky. Trump's letter, which a senior congressional Trump told Sondland and the others that he abandon the goal of us present at the meeting to talk to Mr. Giuliani… about his concerns." Trump's letter says. "Our Unwavering' Support Promised Zelensky Exclusive: T rump Letter Published Updated Betsy Swan National Security Reporter